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Thesis Topic Introduction

Landscape Succession: Oil Field Transformed Through Landscape Process

The Inglewood Oil Field Case
The Inglewood Oil Field is located in Los Angeles,
California. It is a fully functioning and one of the
largest urban oil field in the United States. Facing
the increasingly tense relationship between
neighboring communities and the expansion of oil
fields, the site has attracted a lot of public attention
over the years.How to integrate the landscape
process as part of the evolution of the industry is
critical to this project. This project examines
landscape architecture as a remediating agent
within a fully functioning oil field. It proposes a
process to heal the site through a simultaneous
evolution. By using phyto-treatments and seeding
and planting strategies, the proposal demonstrates
a new approach to how the two processes could
work together, as industry continues unabated and
landscape heals over time. In the meanwhile, the
proposal also preserves the dramatic visual shifts
existing on the site and offers an opportunity for
adjacent neighborhoods to witness the site
transformation.
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How Can Landscape As A
Remediator Fit Into Industrial Site
As Part Of Industrial Process And
Evolving Simultaneously To Reach
Its Efficiency?
14

Most landscape transformations occur after the

Once we realize this evolutionary process, landscape

industrial site has been completely abandoned for

design is no longer a considerably

some time. If we treated landscape process as part

time-consuming process that needs huge amount of

of industrial process, as one system growing and

time, effort, labor and money. This simultaneous

reaching out, the other system simultaneously

method could make landscape design ‘efficient’ to a

emerging and evolving. We could use this new

certain extent.

approach to realize industrial sites’ transformation.
15
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Why Is “Efficiency” Important To
Landscape Architecture?
Industry is an essential part of the fast pacing world.

method as a new approach to realize industrial

With huge progress in technologies and science,

sites’ transition. And once we realized this

more and more lands have been turned into

evolutionary process, landscape design is no longer

economic booming industrial factories. However,

a considerably time-consuming process that needs

due to some elimination, some industrial land was

huge amount of time, effort, labor

later abandoned and became vacant land, which

and money. We could make landscape ‘fast-pacing’

later became a landscape. Most of the transition

too, to keep up with the development. This

happened after those sites were completely

simultaneous method could make landscape design

abandoned for a certain time. Many believe that the

more ‘efficient’.

industry waste
land can be transformed into environmental-friendly
landscapes and ideal places after they are
abandoned. Noticed that there are time
gaps before the transformation, could we then ask if
we could start the process of transforming
‘abandonment’ into ‘ideal’ along with the
development of certain industries and use this

16
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Functioning Industry
Industrial sites that are being used and still fully functioning, and
also has the potential of expanding.

18

Industry Grows, Landscape Emerges
As industrial sites are expanding and landscape could start
emerging from abandoned areas within the site and begins to
integrate with industrial process.

Landscape Grows
When Industrial grows to its greatest and reaches their downturn.
Landscapes continue reaching out and expanding.

Landscape Remediates
These two processes continue to be intertwined until the
industrial site is completely shut down and abandoned. At the
same time, the site has transformed from an industrial site to a
landscape space.
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02
Site Introduction

Holy Cross Cemetery
The photo was taken in Holy Cross Cemetery which part of it will
be the future production area of the oil field.
20
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History Of Inglewood Oil Field
The Inglewood Oil Filed, the 18th largest oil field in

the state and the second most productive in the Los
Angeles Basin, has served as a critical role in the
history of Los Angeles. Local economy and residents’
lifestyle have been strengthened since the discovery
of precious oil and natural gas resources in the year
of 1924.
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Over the years 1600 wells have been drilled within
the historical boundaries. In 2012, it produced almost
over 2.8 million barrels of oil. Since 1924, the oil field
has produced over 400 million barrels. With a speed
of 145 barrels per day, LA became a center of oil
production in the early 20th century, and by the early
1920’s the region was producing one-quater of the
world’s total oil supply.
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Historical Map
This is the map that shows the historical region of Inglewood Oil
Field and its neighborhood in 1994.
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Present Of Inglewood Oil Field
Today, the field continues to be a steady resource of

domestic oil and natural gas and is the largest urban
oil field in the US. Production has averaged between
2.5-3.1 million barrels a year over the past decade
and engineers estimated that as much as fifty

percent of the field’s oil resources remain in place in
producing zones and can be readily accessed
through drilling and production activities. These
resources ensures the oil supply for Southern
California decades to come.
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Future
Site

Los Angeles City Oil Field
780acres

30

Beverly Hills Oil Field
1200acres

Long Beach Oil Field
1725acres

Inglewood Oil Field
About 1000acres

31
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HYDRAULIC FRACTURING
Image by Shari Roan, LMU Magazine

Oil retrieved from the field using Hydraulic Fracturing
method is processed onsite to remove water and
gas. Water got pumped up along with the oil is
reinjected into the formation by means of a series of
injection wells. Gas is processed onsite to remove
hydrogen sulfide and other contaminants, and once it
is of marketable quality is sold to the Southern
California Gas Company. Oil after processing is
temporarily stored in tank farms onsite and moved by
pipeline to the sales facility in the northeastern part
of the oil field, south of the Community Center at
Kenneth Hahn State Recreation Area.
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INGLEWOOD OIL FIELD NEIGHBORHOOD
Image by Julie Cart, LA Times, Oct. 8th, 2015

The field is surrounded by Los Angeles and its

suburbs with over one million people living within
five miles of its boundary. In recent years, expansion
and revitalization of the field have been controversial
with nearby communities including Culver City,
Baldwin Hills, and Ladera Heights. Residents fear
that hydraulic fracturing may result in groundwater

contamination and other environmental and health
problems.
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MAP OF INGLEWOOD OIL FIELD
The map shows general neighborhood around the site, and major
roads that surrounded and run through the site. The majority of the
neighborhood is residential with schools and commercial buildings
scattered all over. The topography of the site is also shown in the
map.
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Wells On The Site
The Inglewood Oil Field has played a major role in

formation by means of a series of water injection

the history of Los Angeles. Since the discovery of

wells scattered throughout the oil field.

precious oil and natural gas resources in 1924 the
field has helped fuel our lifestyle and strengthened
our local economy. Over the field’s history 1,600
wells have been drilled within the historical
boundaries of the field. Oil recovered from the
Inglewood field is processed onsite to remove water
and gas. Produced water – water pumped up from
the formation along with the oil – is reinjected into the

38
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Hydrology Of The Site
In the past century, human settlement drastically

networks. These changes led to the creation of

altered the Baldwin Hills environment and created a

increased runoff volumes that are diverted into

hydraulic drainage system dramatically different from

subterranean water reserves or channeled into the

pre-European settlement. Before city development

Pacific.

spread to the Baldwin Hills, the area witnessed a rich
variety of habitats and water systems. The main
components of human driven change include: the
conversion of pervious soils to impervious materials,
elimination of water pooling and ponding areas, and
implementation of storm and street drainage
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Open Spaces
Major parks such as Kenneth Hahn State Recreation

surface, but also fragmented wildlife habitats.

Area, Doris Japanese Garden, Baldwin Hills Scenic
Overlook, along with several small parks are mostly
located on the north-east side of the site. The oil field
has changed the original look of the site a lot.
Landscape changes from well pads and roads: strip
the environment of vegetation and increase erosion
(which could lead to landslides and flooding) and
giving the opportunity for weed infestation. Not only
drill pads and hardened roads disturb the land’s

42
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Future Of Inglewood Oil Field
Today, the field continues to be a steady
resource of domestic oil and natural gas and is
the largest urban oil field in the US. Production
has averaged between 2.5-3.1 million barrels
a year over the past decade and engineers
estimated that as much as fifty percent of the
field’s oil resources remain in place in producing zones and can be readily accessed
through drilling and production activities.
These resources ensure the oil supply for
Southern California decades to come.
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Emerging From Existing
Scattered Landscape

Concepts of Emerging Landscape
There are three different approaches that the
landscape remediation process could potentially
happen on the site. The first is to use existing
scattered vegetated areas to initiate the remediation
process. The second concept is to take over the
abandoned wells, build landscapes around them and

Emerging From
Abandoned Wells

gradually grow out. Last but not least, as roads
running through the site, landscape remediation
process may occur at the edge of the roads to serve
as a buffer to separate the industrial site from the
public property.

Emerging From
Public Transportation
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SECTION
Section cut from residential community to the oil field.
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SECTION
Section cut from school to the oil field.
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SECTION
Section cut from school to the oil field.
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Site Condition
Inglewood Oil Field is currently fully functioning and

opportunity to see the entire site at high altitudes and

facing contamination issues; for instance, oil spills,

making huge contribution to local natural gas,

experience the rolling topography. Right now, there is

soil contamination, heavy metal pollutant, etc.

petroleum, and economy. The site is mixed with

not much well-planted vegetation but wildly grow

Addressing these issues is the priority mission when

electric power towers, drilling wells and gas tanks.

ones. The oil field has the potential to link all the

transferring the site.

The site is completely isolated from neighboring

nearby communities, such as Culver City and

communities because it is privately owned, however,

Baldwin Hills where people feel they are living in a

people may have a variety of visual experiences as

marginalized place and cut out form the prosperous

they walk along the edge. People have the

communities like Beverly Hills and West Hollywood

opportunity to really get close to the well, take a

and also has the potential to become one of the

closer look at how the well works, and have the

largest urban parks in American. However, the site is
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Edge Condition 1
This picture showcases the moment where the oil field is at the
same level as the city road.
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Edge Condition 2
This image demonstrates the place where the oil field is closely
besides a hiking trail.
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Edge Condition 3
In this photo, there are new planted trees along the edge and the
drilling well is right behind these trees 20 feet away.
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Edge Condition 4
This picture captures the topography change and different
infrastructures at the edge.
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OIL FIELD
TREE BUFFER (ACCESSABLE)
15’

RECREATION FIELD

Edge Condition 5
In this photo shoot, the recreational lawn is right next to the
drilling wells. People can see the industrial operation at a
distance of 10 feet away.
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Impacts
Methane release - Abandoned oil wells provide a

health effects including the potential rise of cancer,

potential pathway for subsurface migration and

damage organs, etc. And also the spills will

emissions of methane and other fluids to the

contaminate the soil and even groundwater.

atmosphere. Methane is up to 84 times more harmful

structure to grow and will endanger the vegetation.
Heavy Metal - Due to drilling, there are toxic heavy

Landscape Changes - Well pads and roads not only

US greenhouse gas emissions, including methane,

disturb the land’s ground surface but also will strip

and affect the entire water supply system. The heavy

can be traced to oil and gas extractions.

the land of vegetation and leaves scattered pieces of

metal contaminants commonly seen in the oil sector

poor vegetation on the surface, which will increase

are copper, sometimes lead.

impact that caused by oil extractions. It has chronic
62

pollution, such as air pollution and noise pollution,
which are very disturbing for the nearby residents.

metal elemental contaminants in the soil. If not

to the atmosphere than carbon dioxide, 21% of all

Oil Spills - Oil spills is another typical negative

as well as some of the more common types of

handled properly, it will contaminate the groundwater

erosion and soil loss. In addition to that, compact soil
resulted from well pads is not beneficial for root

Listed above are some major impacts of an oil field,
63
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Oil Spill
This image shows the accident of oil spill in Culver City near the
dog park.

Copper Particle On Bare Soil
This image shows the amount of copper particle change after a 2
inch rain fall in Culver City in January.

Image by Judith Martin-Straw, Culver City Crossroads
64

Image by Statelytics, OIL & GAS, WATER & WASTEWATER
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03
Design Proposal

Holy Cross Cemetery
The photo was taken in Holy Cross Cemetery which part of it will
be the future production area of the oil field.
66
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“Ecological differentiation is
the necessary condition for
coexistence.”
—Garrett Hardin

Existing Vegetation
This image shows the existing vegetation on the site. The
scattered lawn areas could be the starting point of site
remediation process.
68
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Framework Description
The overall transformation of the site is divided into

After the fourth phase, the final phase, the shift of

four simultaneous evolving phases.

industrial production area is complete. The original

Landscape process emerges from up north corner of

industrial area is now an open space for the city and

the site in phase one. Due to the resident proposal of

will continue to clean up the site for the decades to

Culver City, this area will be abandoned in the near

come, removing pollutants from the soil while main-

future, so this area could be the starting point of

taining its availability to the public.

landscape remediation process. Taking up the upper

Each phase offers a unique opportunity for people to

north corner will offer an opportunity for people to

participate and engage in both industrial and land-

get a closer look of the industrial process while

scape processes, which enables people to witness

observing the landscape gradually cleansing the site.

this simultaneous evolution as industrial is wounding

The next phase is to build a green buffer along the

the site and landscape is healing at the same time.

Phasing Strategies
Phase One

Phase Two

Phase Three

Phase Four

edge and connect the site with adjacent open
spaces, such as Kenneth Hahn State Recreation
Area, Norman O. Houston Park and Rueben Ingold
Park. Not only it will open the edge more to provide
public access, but also link the communities together, once the buffer is built. The green buffer serves
both as a remediating agent and a public open
space.
In the third phase, the landscape process will be
transferred internally, while the site will be repaired
and the production area will be gradually pushed to
the future site area.
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Spacial Quality 1
This rendering offers an insight of how green buffer works as an
natural fence and different program fit into the site and providing
different access choices.
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Spacial Quality 2
This collage showcases the high point after landscape process
taking place while maintaining the existing topography changes.
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Spacial Quality 3
This image shows where the retention pound could be a part of
remediation process, and be a potential habitat for birdy species.
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PHYTO
Phytotechnology And
Phytoremediation
Phyto presents the concepts of phytoremediation

The traditional remediation methods are expensive

and phytotechnology in one comprehensive guide

and cost a lot of energy in their approach to quickly

where plants are responsible for the uptake, removal

correcting an environmental problem that was

or mitigate on-site contaminants.

decades in the making. The cost-effectiveness of

Phytotechnology is the use of vegetation to

phytotechnologies versus traditional ways is often a

remediate, contain or prevent containants in soils,

significant advantage and the long-term energy

sediments and groundwater, and/or add nutrients,

required is often less because phytotechnologies do

porosity and organic matter. It is also a set of

not require much supporting infrastructure and

planting, engineering and design tools and cultural

equipment. Plant-based cleansing methods can be

practices that can assist landscape architects, site

as little as 3% of the cost of traditional costs.

engineers and environmental planners in working on

2.The limitations of conventional remediation

current and future individual sites, the urban fabric

practice

and regional landscapes.

‘Pump-and-treat’ (cleaning polluted groundwater

(Definition by Kate Kennen and Niall Kirkwood)

through extraction, filtration and recharge methods)

Phytoremediation, or remediation, simply emphasizes

and ‘dig-and-haul’ (where polluted soils are dug up

on the degradation and/or removal of a specific

and shipped off site), these practices are not only

contaminant by using a certain plant or group of

expensive but are single-outcome technologies and

plants on a polluted site. However, besides the

have restricted potential beyond treatment.

degradation and /or removal of pollutants,

Furthermore, as extremely invasive and disruptive as

phytotechnology also incorporates techniques such

the traditional practices can be, by damaging the

as the stabilization of pollutants within the polluted

microenvironment, which will leave the soil infertile

soil or root structure of a plant and the pre-emptive

and unsuitable for further usage.

installation of plant-based approaches in order to

3. The build-up everyday pollutants

deal with a certain pollutant or mitigate an ecological

The build-up contaminants not only affects the

problem before it happens. Phytoremediation is

adjacent natural resources but also threats the local

typically known for concentrating on surface planting

and regional ecosystem. Plus, there is a crucial need

for soil and groundwater clean up, phytotechnology

to prevent daily releases of small amounts of

has all plant-based pollution-remediation and

pollutants from widespread land uses.

prevention system.

(Kate Kennena and Niall Kirkwood, Phyto Principles

Phytotechnologies are based on ecological principles
and consider the natural system as an integral

and resources for site remediation and landscape
design)

component of human and society interventions.
Why do we need phytotechnologies?

1. Brownfields problem and the need for costeffective solutions
78
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Phase One - 5 Years
Phase one emphasizes on making connections to nearby open
spaces, for example, Baldwin Hills Scenic Overlook by
extending existing trails and providing basic circulation through
the site. In addition to that, combining with adjacent vegetation
as part of the remediation planting strategies to stabilize the
pollutants stay within site area.

IMAGE TITLE 8/12 Regular Helvetica Neue
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Phase Two - 10 Years
Phase two will focus on the development of the west part of
the site. Using the existing shrub areas as a planting pattern,
regrouping and replanting species that is helpful in remediation
process as well as combining with reseeding strategy to
regreen the exposed and compact surface so that the
succession of landscape could take place.
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Phase Three - 15 Years
Phase three is designed to incorporate water feature into the
site by referencing existing hydrological movement and
retention pound. And using same vegetation strategies in
phase two to regreen the denuded land.
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Vegetation Pattern
The overall vegetation pattern on site are divided into five
different groups. The forest area is built up along the edges of
the site to serve as a buffer. The shrub land is using existing
scattered shrub area on site through replanting to bring new
species so as to clean the site. Tall grass is located mainly
along the water edge. The meadow area is regreened denuded
land by using reseeding method.

Focus Point (Abandoned Oil Well)
Forest Area
Shrub Land
Tall Grass
Meadow Area
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Site Change Over Time

94

At present, the site is highly industrialized, with few

into place along the edge and provide open access

completely fully matured as an open space for the

scattered vegetation areas and most of the land

to the public. When major abandonment occurs in

public while continuing remediating the soil. And

exposed. Because the site is currently private owned

the next stage, the landscape process can be

landscape succession process remains to evolve

so public access is not provided at this stage. When

advanced by adjusting the same planting strategy -

with the pace of industrial process.

landscape succession start happening on site, the

reseeding meadow area, replanting and regrouping

The changing of the site not only happens on the

fist stage would be reseeding and transforming

shrub land and transplanting tree saplings. In this

vegetation level but also on the visual perception of

exposed land into green meadows. And then,

way, when the oil industry is gradually shifting its

people. The site remediation process provides the

bringing in new shrub species and small tree saplings

production area, the landscape could follows its way

public with the opportunity to witness and participate

and let the succession process take place naturally.

and transforming the site at the same time.

in the transformation. When people come to the site

After 5 years of growing, the buffer area will come

And after 15 years, there are areas that are

95
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during early stages, they will have a very intimate

that through this engaging in time and simultaneous

visual connection with the oil wells. They get to see

evolution could make people realize that although

the drilling wells in a closer distance and realize how

landscape and industry are two opposite system,

close they are to the industrial that promotes

they could still worke and evolve together.

economic development. And later on, when they go
further inside, people could get the view of the whole
operating industry as well as the landscape
surroundings. This visual shifts are mainly due to the
dramatic topographic change on the site, which is
also a key feature of the site. In general, it is hoped
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Spacial Quality
These aeries of images demonstrate how the site transforms
from a productive oil field to a green open space through time.
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Overlook Section
The section shows the structure and the spacial quality of the
main overlook. It offers two different view points for people to
observe the site.
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04
Conclusion

Baldwin Hills Scenic Overlook
The photo was taken at Baldwin Hills Scenic Overlook where visitors are offered with a urban scale view.
108
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From Singularity To Complex
Simultaneity
Efficiency is critical to today’s fast-paced world,

by bringing up landscape process in the early stage

everything else is designed to save time, effort, labor,

of development, it offers an opportunity for nearby

money, and maximize profits, and landscape

residents to fully engage and participate in the

architecture should do the same. For decades, when

transformation of the site.

it comes to dealing with industrial sites, often in this

This complex simultaneous evolution of people,

case, this one-way treatment, which is the landscape

landscape and industry is efficient and cost effective.

process does not occur until the industrial movement

The Inglewood Oil Field Case examines the feasibility

completely disappears. The huge time interval

of integrating landscape into industrial process. Right

suggests that there may be ways to make the

now the outcomes and design proposal are clearly

landscape process happen before industrial

illustrated and explained, but they need actual

operations are completely stopped. The Inglewood

grounding tests, which may bring new problems and

Oilfield case adopted this idea and explored the

questions beside phytotechnologies and design

possibility of landscape as part of an industrial

strategies. What is the stand of landscape

process by treating landscape as a remediating

architecture of this complex system? How long does

agent.

the plant need to be harvested after absorbing

Past cases demonstrate a one-way treatment, which

pollutants? How to make people aware of the

is industry first and landscape comes second. This

interrelationship of industry and landscape

approach requires a lot of resources and sometimes

architecture? Etc. More questions that need to be

is not truly cost-effective. It has some advantages in

answered when grounding the design proposal. If

mitigating contaminants because the amount of

this complex simultaneity can be realized one day,

contaminants is stable when the industry is no longer

it’s going to be a revolutionary change in landscape

operating. However, while the amount of pollutants is

field.

a constantly changing variable, this new approach to
advancing the landscape process is still more
efficient in many ways. Let’s take the most important
factor in both systems, people, into consideration.
When applying the previous method, the entire
transition from industry to landscape may take
decades or even longer, sometimes exceeding the
human life cycle, so that they may not get a chance
to witness a site transformation and engaged in the
process of landscape architecture. Thing might be
different when we try to advance landscape to an
earlier stage, this will maximize the outcome of
human usage of the site, because in this way
landscape could serve several generations of people.
The Inglewood Oil Field Case is aiming at this goal,
110
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